Simple spatial interaction models of human mobility based on physical laws have been used extensively in the social, biological, and physical sciences, and in the study of the human dynamics underlying the spread of disease. Recent analyses of commuting patterns and travel behavior in high-income countries have led to the suggestion that these models are highly generalizable, and as a result, gravity and radiation models have become standard tools for describing population mobility dynamics for infectious disease epidemiology. Communities in Sub-Saharan Africa may not conform to these models, however; physical accessibility, availability of transport, and cost of travel between locations may be variable and severely constrained compared to high-income settings, informal labor movements rather than regular commuting patterns are often the norm, and the rise of mega-cities across the continent has important implications for travel between rural and urban areas. Here, we first review how infectious disease frameworks incorporate human mobility on different spatial scales and use anonymous mobile phone data from nearly 15 million individuals to analyze the spatiotemporal dynamics of the Kenyan population. We find that gravity and radiation models fail in systematic ways to capture human mobility measured by mobile phones; both severely overestimate the spatial spread of travel and perform poorly in rural areas, but each exhibits different characteristic patterns of failure with respect to routes and volumes of travel. Thus, infectious disease frameworks that rely on spatial interaction models are likely to misrepresent population dynamics important for the spread of disease in many African populations.
Introduction
Human mobility patterns underlie the spread of infectious diseases across spatial scales. Theoretical models of human mobility have been used to understand the spatial spread of influenza, cholera, and malaria, for example [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] as well as to design targeted interventions [1, 5, [20] [21] [22] . These models rely almost exclusively on two frameworks, the gravity model and the more recent radiation model, both of which were developed to describe regular commuting patterns in high-income settings [23] [24] [25] [26] . In the absence of easily available data on travel behavior, these models are increasingly also being applied to models of infectious disease dynamics in low and middle-income settings. Despite the need for robust epidemiological models in places like Sub-Saharan Africa, it remains unclear if gravity and radiation models adequately describe mobility in these populations.
Geographic constraints and economic drivers of travel may be substantially different in Sub-Saharan Africa than in high-income countries. Many African countries are experiencing rapid demographic changes and may have poor transportation infrastructure. Many populations remain subsistence farmers living in rural areas with limited economic opportunities, public resources, and infrastructure [27, 28] . Kenya exhibits many of these attributes, for example, including highly variable population density and substantial geographic diversity, ranging from the major urban commercial center of Nairobi (population density~4,510/km 2 ) to the pastoral communities in the northern part of the country (see Fig 1A) . Only 7% of Kenyan roads are paved, often those in and out of the capital, as is common in many African countries. Despite these constraints, mobility in many parts of the continent has increased dramatically over the last decade [29] , with rural-to-urban migration, seasonal travel, and extensive travel for agricultural and casual laboring jobs forming important components of the emerging ecology of African populations [30] .
Data sources describing these travel patterns are rare, however [31, 32] , so gravity (parameterized) and radiation (parameter-free) models offer intuitive and tractable analytical frameworks for describing human mobility patterns (Fig 1B and 1C) . In their simplest forms both models rely on spatial population data as a proxy for the economic attractiveness of a place and assume a decay in the amount of travel with distance [23, 26, 33] . In the standard gravity model, Euclidean distance is often used to inform this decay rate, whereas in the radiation model, an individual is likely to travel to the nearest location that offers an improvement in current working conditions (measured via population size), with decay described as a function of the populations and distance between locations. Extensions have been proposed to improve the standard gravity model to include more relevant driving factors of travel such as the percentage of the population that is male, economic activity measures, and land cover [33] . Other the results in the paper, we are willing to make available spatially aggregated versions of the CDR that could be used to reproduce the majority of the results available in the manuscript. The ability of each model to describe the movement patterns derived from the mobile phone data only require a number of population and spatial measures (which are freely available) and the aggregated number of trips between locations over the time frame of the data set. A version of the aggregated number of trips that will still protect the privacy of the operator's subscribers and comply with the NDA that is available as part of the data supplement. Mobile phone data is increasingly being used to quantify human behavior in the social, behavioral, and biological sciences. formulations of the gravity model constrain the origin and destination travel and has been shown to outperform the standard gravity model [25] . By definition, neither encompasses different types of journeys or different trip durations, which are often important aspects of travel for the spread of infectious disease.
Validating these frameworks, in low and middle-income settings in particular, remains challenging. Mobile phone data sets that are routinely collected by mobile operators provide an important new source of information about the dynamics of populations on an unprecedented scale, and provide an opportunity to measure human mobility directly for entire populations [23, 25, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The adoption of mobile phone technologies in Africa in particular has been rapid, providing the opportunity to study population dynamics of countries for the first time [31, 35] . Given the difficulties of obtaining and sharing mobile call data records (CDRs), however, it will be important to assess whether measured travel patterns in different regions support the use of gravity and radiation models in places without mobility data.
Here, we first review previous infectious disease models that have explicitly included a model of human mobility, and highlight the disparity between models and types of mobility quantified that are used for simulation versus those including epidemiological data. Next, we analyze CDRs from nearly 15 million subscribers in Kenya over the course of a year to test gravity and radiation models in this East African context. We test both gravity and radiation models in the context of Kenya, and show that both models fail to capture important aspects of mobility measured using CDRs, but in different ways. We then test their utility to describe travel over various trip durations and show differences in travel patterns between shorter and longer journeys. Finally, we highlight situations when each model outperforms the other and discuss a method to choose between models using the amount of travel. The country of study and gravity and radiation model example results. A) A population map of Kenya with district boundaries (grey) and major roads (black). For two districts, a schematic representation of B) a gravity model and C) a radiation model. The gravity model is based on the populations of the destination and origin as well as the distance between these locations. The radiation model is based on the destination and origin's populations as well as the total population within a circle centered at the origin. This model is based on the premise that individuals living in a certain home location will consider the number of job opportunities (measured as the destination's population proportional to the resident population) and will travel to the closest destination that would offer better benefits than the resident location.
Results
We first reviewed infectious disease models that explicitly include human mobility (Fig 2) . Here, we focused only on models that represent the first time a particular formulation was used, and not subsequent versions of the same framework (see Supporting Information for the inclusion criteria and overview of papers included, S1 Table) . We also included only papers that explicitly modeled both the disease dynamics and mobility patterns and have excluded papers that have not modeled both components (for example see [4, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ). We found nineteen studies, eleven of which were purely simulated epidemiological models [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and eight of which included fits to epidemiological data [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Although these studies analyzed a range of infectious diseases, nearly all simulation studies analyzed the spread of influenza in high-income countries using commuting as the relevant type of mobility (8 out of 11). The majority of examples used a gravity model (10 papers) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 13, 17, 18] and nearly all of the examples using a radiation model were for simulated disease dynamics only (2 papers) [11, 12] . The   Fig 2. A summary of previously published papers incorporating human mobility models and infectious disease dynamics. We reviewed nineteen papers that either simulated (simulated) disease dynamics or used epidemiological data (data). These papers covered a range of infectious diseases (see S1 Table) . For each paper we identified the type of mobility model, disease model, location (high, low, or both high and low income country), and the type of movement quantified. Mobility models were classified as a gravity model, radiation model, a spatial transmission kernel, a network, or a risk surface. Disease models included a metapopulation model, metapopulation type model with stochastic fadeouts, time spent at locations with different risks of becoming infected, an individual based model (IBM), and a network. For each paper, the location of either the mobility and/or disease data determined the location of the paper with countries separated as high income or low income. Papers that focused on global disease spread were classified as both high and low income. Mobility was classified as either commuting, regional, or global movement patterns. If the paper did not explicitly state the type of mobility included in the paper the type of mobility was discerned from the spatial resolution of the data. Regional movement includes mobility between political admin units that are larger than a city, in general. If a paper included both global movements, such as airline flights, and localized commuting, then the paper was classified as global. We included papers describing various infectious diseases including cholera, malaria, dengue, measles, pertussis, rubella, influenza, and foot and mouth disease. examples that were fit to disease data were more varied although the majority were from lowincome countries (5) [1,2,4,5,39] and described regional movement patterns (see Fig 2) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Thus, simple gravity model frameworks are very commonly used to understand the regional spread of infectious disease in low-income settings, highlighting the importance of testing their validity and generalizability.
To test the performance of gravity and radiation models in an African setting, we analyzed regional travel across Kenya from de-identified call detail records (CDRs) at the cell tower level from 14,816,521 individual subscribers between June 2008 and June 2009, representing 92% of mobile market share (data previously described in [36] ). We have previously used these data to quantify general mobility patterns as well as travel between locations of interest, and compared to census and travel survey data [23, 34, 36] . Here we focused on regional movement patterns since this is the most common spatial resolution of mobility models used in conjunction with epidemiological data in low-income settings, and regional travel represents a major source of uncertainty in disease models currently. We calculated all journeys between 69 Kenyan districts over the course of one year, ignoring travel within districts. On this spatial scale, movements between districts within the timespan of one day are almost nonexistent (see Supporting Information), so we used the most commonly used tower each day to approximate each subscriber's location on a daily basis. We fit both an unconstrained gravity model and a radiation model to data, representing the total number of journeys of the course of the year between districts over the course of the data set (one year, see Materials and Methods). We fit a number of constrained gravity models, although these did not perform as well as the standard gravity model (see Supporting Information). Here, we assume that travel measured by CDRs reflects "true" travel behavior, although it is likely to suffer from different types of bias, like any data on human mobility.
The models varied widely in their ability to capture observed travel patterns in and out of rural versus urban districts, as illustrated by travel from Nairobi and Garissa (Fig 3) . Nairobi is densely populated (total population of district 3.4 million, 10% of the country's population) encompassing the capital and major population and economic center in the country. Located in the middle of the country, this district is well connected by paved roads to the second largest city (Mombasa 1.2 million) as well as to western Kenya, where nearly half of the population resides. In this setting, both models were able to identify the primary destination locations accurately, although the radiation model predicted travel to a wider range of locations than observed in the CDRs (Fig 3A and 3B and 3C ). Garissa, on the other hand, is a sparsely-populated low-income district bordering Somalia, and likely to be more similar to other rural areas in Africa than to high-income countries. For travel originating from Garissa, the predicted volumes and routes of travel were very different from empirical estimates ( Fig 3D and 3E and 3F ). Most strikingly, the gravity model predicted travel to a much wider range of destinations than observed, and the radiation model failed to identify the primary travel destination. These errors would be likely to lead models to over-estimate the spread of disease in the first case, and under-estimate disease importation into the capital city in the second.
The models diverged systematically in their predictions with regard to travel volume ( Fig  4A and 4B ) with the gravity model consistently over-predicting travel and the radiation model under-predicting travel (mean ratio of data to predicted results was 0.83 and 35.03, respectively, see S1 Fig) . Although the gravity model using Euclidean distance gave a better overall fit to the data than the radiation model (gravity model adjusted R 2 : 0.786, radiation model adjusted large volumes of human travel between major population centers. We hypothesized that one reason for the poor performance of both models in rural areas may be the impact of physical accessibility and road infrastructure on travel. This is likely to be particularly important in Sub-Saharan Africa, and adjusted measures of distance based on estimated travel times, as well as road distance, have been developed for these regions [40] . We re-fit the parameters of the gravity model using road distance and travel times and found that Euclidean distance between district centroids provided the most accurate overall predictions of travel volume across a range of scenarios including the full dataset, travel to and from the capital, and large urban centers (reduction in deviance: 63%-87%). Interestingly, in rural areas road distance noticeably outperformed all other distance measures, suggesting that travel time estimates may not accurately reflect human behavior in these regions (see Fig 4C and S2-S4 Tables) . We compared the distribution of errors from both models to identify "rules of thumb" for using gravity and radiation models to estimate volumes of travel (see Materials and Methods). We assumed the empirical error from each model should be normally distributed and categorized the travel routes that fall more than 2 standard deviations away from the mean (10% of routes, see Fig 5A , KS-statistic = 0.2481, p<0.001). In general, both models failed to adequately capture travel from rural areas of intermediate population density over shorter distances, The bar plot shows the amount of travel to all other districts from the district with values displayed in increasing order of distance. Nairobi A,B,C) is the most populated district in the country and includes the capital. In all three figures, the majority of travel (shown in dark blue) is to neighboring locations. The radiation model estimates more travel to the rest of the country than the data or gravity model. Garissa D,E,F) is a rural district bordering Somalia. The majority of actual travel occurs to Nairobi, which the radiation model did not capture. The gravity model was able to predict a large amount of travel to Nairobi, but greatly over predicts travel to the rest of the country. Neither the gravity nor the radiation model was consistently a superior choice, exhibiting different spatial patterns of performance (see Fig 5B) , however in general the radiation model outperformed the gravity model for low amounts of travel and vice a versa. We calculated a naïve gravity factor, i.e. a gravity model without any parameters fit (pop_i Ã pop_j /d(i,j)) and performed a logistic regression to determine which flows were better predicted using each model (see Fig 5C , Supporting Information for regression results using just populations or . B) The ratio of predicted versus actual data from both models versus distance. For both models, the predictions over short distances were worse than over longer distances. C) We re-fit gravity models using Euclidean distance (red), travel times (blue) and road distance (green) between district centroids (circle) and population-weighted district (square) centroids. The reduction in deviance of these models is shown. In general, Euclidean distance based gravity models outperformed all other distance measures, except for travel between rural areas. For this type of travel, road distance outperformed Euclidean distance (Euclidean distance-reduction in deviance: 63%, road distance-reduction in deviance: 72%, see Supporting Information).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004267.g004
distance as covariates, S6 Table- adjusted R 2 = 0.5703, p<0.001). We observed a strong positive correlation between the gravity factor, which is proportional to the total amount of travel, and the odds of using a gravity model (Fig 5C) . These results imply that a gravity model is more likely to capture the spread of disease between major urban centers, but a radiation model may be more appropriate for modeling rural-to-urban migration. In both cases, model performance varied substantially in different locations. An important consideration for spatial models of infectious disease dynamics is the length of journeys, since it will help determine both the number of onward infections generated by an imported case and the risk of exposure to infection of a traveling individual. Gravity and radiation models do not make explicit assumptions about trip durations, but since they were , we determined that both models do not adequately describe this travel (shown in black). For the remaining volumes and routes of travel, we determined if the gravity model (blue) or the radiation model (red) performed better to identify which model should be used in various settings. For example, the radiation model does much better than the gravity model predicting low volumes of travel and vice versa (shown in red versus blue). B) A schematic highlighting the situations when a radiation model is preferred over a gravity model and when caution should be taken using the predicted results of either model. Scenarios to use a gravity model over a radiation model include: travel to and from a major population centre, over short distances, and when predicting large volumes of travel. A radiation model should be used over a gravity model when describing travel between rural areas and low volumes of travel. Caution should be taken using either model if the travel is between locations of intermediate rural population and over short distances. C) We performed a logistic regression to determine when to use each model for various amounts of travel (a gravity factor). As the amount of travel increases, the number of times the gravity model outperforms the radiation model increases. For examples for the lowest amounts of travel 43% of the time a radiation model if preferable to a gravity model. In contrast for the largest amount of travel, all of these routes (100%) were better predicted with a gravity model than a radiation model. primarily developed to model commuting patterns they may not be appropriate for understanding journeys of varying length. We therefore analyzed the spatial dimensions of human travel for trips of varying duration (see Table 1 , Fig 6A) [19] and the ability of each model to describe these different trips. As expected, the total number of trips between districts decreased as journey duration increased (see Figs 6 and S3 and S4). For example, the number of trips lasting between one and two weeks was on average two orders of magnitude greater than the number of trips lasting at least four months (see Supporting Information). The major routes of travel also varied with the trip duration, with longer journeys being associated with increasing distances and larger population sizes at the destination, with Nairobi in particular becoming an increasingly important longer-term destination (see Figs 6B and S5 and S6). We refit a separate For each duration of travel we measured, the gravity model parameters (with CI in parentheses) and fit (the percentage reduction in deviance) is shown.
As the duration of travel increases, the destination population (Dest Pop) parameter increases and the distance (Dist) parameter decreases.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004267.t001 Fig 6. The impact of the duration of journeys on travel between districts. A) For travel between pairs of locations, we compared the number of trips (log) versus the distance (km) for all journeys (grey) and the best fit lines for trips lasting up to between one and two weeks (red), between two weeks and one month (blue), between one and two months (green), between two and three months (orange), between three and four months (purple), and trips lasting four months or more (yellow). As the duration of journeys increased, the amount of travel between districts decreased. B) For all trips including any trip duration (red) and those lasting 4+ months (grey), the top 5% of of routes are shown based on the total amount of travel. For trips lasting short durations, there is a large amount of travel between nearby districts. For trips lasting long durations, the majority of these top routes are to/from major cities including Nairobi and Mombasa.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004267.g006
gravity model for each duration of travel (note that we do not refit the radiation model since it is parameter free) (see Materials and Methods, Supporting Information). This analysis highlights the difference in the major routes of travel, where the destination population parameter increased as the trip duration increased and the importance of distance in the model decreased (see Table 1 ).
Discussion
Our analysis suggests that gravity and radiation models do not adequately capture movements measured by mobile phones in rural and intermediate population density areas in Kenya, areas that are characteristic of many settings in Sub-Saharan Africa. These findings bring into question the universal applicability of these frameworks, and have important implications for estimating the risk of infectious disease importation, for example. Given the ubiquity of gravity and radiation models in epidemiological frameworks, we focused on validating these fundamental frameworks as opposed to examining more recent modifications [24, 41] . One important caveat is that we have compared these theoretical models to travel measured via mobile phones, which may be affected by variable ownership and usage patterns, particularly in poor or rural areas [37, 42] . Nevertheless, mobile phone data currently represent one of the most direct ways to measure regional population dynamics, especially in low-income settings where commuting and travel survey data may be patchy [42, 43] . Here we have focused on the regional and inter-settlement spatial scales that can be measured using CDRs, but an important next step-particularly for infectious disease prediction-is to find appropriate data to examine the performance of gravity and radiation models on extremely local spatial and short temporal scales. Future work devoted to developing a generalizable model that can accurately capture travel in Sub-Saharan Africa, particularly in rural areas with intermediate population densities, will be an important priority for the development of appropriate frameworks for a description of African population dynamics. As more mobile phone data sets become available, the generalizability of our results can be confirmed in other countries assuming mobile phone data provides a reasonable sample of the underlying population [35] . Spatial interaction models can provide researchers with the ability to model population dynamics in low-income and data sparse settings, such as Sub-Saharan Africa. However the universality of these models is questionable, especially when describing rural travel in geographically and economically heterogeneous settings. Applications reliant on the underlying population dynamics derived from either model, such as understanding the spread of an infectious disease or the role of travel on economic activity, are likely to miss important routes and types of travel commonly found in SubSaharan Africa.
Materials and Methods

Data sources
We analyzed anonymized mobile phone call data records (CDR) aggregated to the routing mobile phone tower level. These data were provided by the incumbent mobile phone (92% market share at the time of data acquisition) provider in Kenya and included the timings of calls and SMS from 14,816,512 subscribers from June 2008-June 2009 (with February 2009 missing from the data set). As in previous studies [23, [34] [35] [36] , subscribers represented in the CDRs as unique hashed IDs to protect their privacy. Twelve billion mobile phone communications were analyzed, recording activity at a total of 11,920 routing towers. All subscriber data was aggregated to the district level to further preserve anonymity. In the interest of protecting privacy, limited access to the anonymized data was made available to a select set of researchers.
Quantifying travel patterns
Each entry in a CDR contains an anonymized caller ID, anonymized receiver ID, date, duration, and tower routing number for both the caller and receiver. From the CDRs, the geographic location of the caller and receiver could be approximated based on the unique longitude and latitude coordinates for each mobile phone tower. Using the CDRs, a location for each subscriber every time they either made/received a call (or SMS) could be obtained. For each day in the data set, subscribers were assigned a single tower location [35, 36] . If the subscriber made at least one call on that day, then the location of the majority routing tower was assigned [35, 36] . If there was no majority routing tower, then for the most likely set of towers, a single tower was randomly chosen. If the subscriber had not made a call on that day, then the location of their most recent routing tower was assigned. This provided a time series of tower location for each subscriber on each day. As done in previous studies, trips are calculated by observing when a subscriber's tower location has changed from the previous day for the entire data set (12 months of data) [35, 36] . We aggregated towers to the district-level based on the tower's location and only trips between towers in different districts were considered to quantify regional movement patterns. In comparison to a number of other studies analyzing spatial interaction models and infectious disease dynamics, we did not focus on commuting patterns since we are describing regional movement patterns, e.g. movement within a country as opposed to within a single city, and few subscribers change districts between daytime and nighttime.
Duration of travel
We investigated the ability of these models to describe travel over various durations. Using the CDR, we were able to quantify both the number of trips between districts as well as the duration of those journeys (in days based on the daily location of each subscriber). For each trip between districts, we counted the number of days the subscriber spent in the visited district. Using the mobile phone data, we compared all travel (every trip between all pairs of districts over the entire data set) to journeys lasting various durations where trips were stratified into six separate groups (see Table 1 ). The category, All travel includes every trip taken between districts, regardless of trip duration. We grouped all trips lasting at least four months into a single category due to the length of the data set (in total 12 months of CDR data).
Spatial interaction models
The gravity model is the most common spatial interaction model where the amount of travel (N ij ) between two locations (i,j) is dependent on their populations (pop i , pop j ) and the physical distance separating them (d(i,j)) [26, 35, 36] :
dði;jÞ g k where the parameters α,β,γ,k are fit based on a Poisson distribution [35, 44] . We choose the fitting method based on Flowerdew [44] where the amount of travel estimated using regression assuming a Poisson family.
The gravity model has been extensively used to model mobility in conjunctions with models of the spatial spread of infectious diseases [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 10, 13, 17, 18] . There have been a number of proposed additions and modifications to the gravity model including adding covariates such as the percentage of the population that is male [33] or putting constraints on the number of trips [25] such as the singly or doubly constrained model. Here, we fit the simplified since the model without covariates is the most commonly used for disease modeling [1, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 29, 33, 34] . We also fit the origin singly constrained model, production singly constrained model, and doubly constrained model (see Supporting Information). However, these non-constrained simplified gravity models outperformed these three models (increase in sum of square errors: non-constrained -37.9%, origin constraint -39.5%, destination constraint -39.5%, and doubly constrained -39.5%). We also fit separate gravity models to each set of data describing various trip durations (see Table 1 and Supporting Information).
Recently, the radiation model has been proposed as an improvement on the gravity model [23] . It draws its original inspiration from a gravity model, but is a stochastic process that only requires information on the population distribution and is parameter free. In this model, the average amount of travel (N ij ) between two locations (i,j) is dependent upon their populations and the total population in the circle of radius r ij centered at i where r ij = d(i,j) (the circle population is s ij ):
Þ where T c /T is the proportion of the population who travels. If no data is available to fit the radiation model, then T c /T is fixed and not fit. Here we fit this percentage to the actual data (see Supporting Information) and the optimum value is T c /T = 1. Recently, extensions to this model have been proposed to reflect human behavior in employment choice using various functional forms [24] , however we have focused on the most commonly used model formulation.
Distance measures
We analyzed three separate distance measures (Euclidean, road, and travel time between both district polygon centroids and district population weighted centroids) [40] . Euclidean distance was measured as the straight-line distance between centroids. Road distance was measured using the road network data from the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics. These data with land cover data (www.africover.org) and topography data (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/) were used to construct a 'friction surface' that was used to estimate travel time distances, following previously outlined methods [40] . The travel time is based on a measure of friction between one location and another that takes into account land cover types, transport network and gradient. In general, this measure is thought to be more representative of the ease of human travel access across a landscape since it takes into account impedances to travel. Similar to previous methods, water bodies, land cover, slope and the road network datasets were combined on a 1km spatial resolution grid to empirically derive travel speeds [40] . These travel speeds were assigned to each land use type and modified based on the topography to create a 'friction surface'. This surface was used to estimate travel times between locations using least cost methods [40] , with those locations defined by population weighted centroids (defined using high resolution population maps provided by the WorldPop Project: www.worldpop.org.uk), where these centroids were automatically adjusted to be located to the nearest road. Correlations between the measures can be found in the Supporting Information.
Choosing which data is poorly described by either model
We calculated the error of each model as the difference between the data and estimated value (error = log(data)-log(predicted)). We took the standard assumption that these errors were normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1. For any value not in the confidence interval, we suggest that caution should be taken when utilizing these estimates (see S5  Table) (about 10% of the pairs of locations were eliminated).
Choosing between models
Of routes between districts that were well described by either model, we calculated a gravity factor, gm = pop_i Ã pop_j / dist(i,j) which is a equivalent to the gravity model without fitting any parameters, as a proxy for the amount of travel between locations. Using this covariate, we then performed a logistic regression to determine when the radiation model or gravity model produced lower errors compared to the actual data for these routes.
logit gm (p) = b 0,gm + b 1,gm Ã X gm where p is the probability of choosing a gravity model over a radiation model, X gm is the gravity factor we calculated. As this value increases, i.e. the amount of travel increases, the probability of choosing a gravity model over a radiation model increases (see Fig 5C) .
Supporting Information Table. A summary of the papers analyzed by disease. Papers that included epidemiological disease data are labeled 'D' whereas those that completely simulated disease dynamics are labeled 'S'.
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S3 Table. The reduction in deviance from a gravity model for subsets of the data using various distance measures. A: For the full data set, data including travel to/from: Nairobi, cities, and not including travel to/from: Nairobi, cities, the reduction in deviance (%) from fitting a gravity model is shown. For each distance measure, both population weighted centroids and non-population weighted centroids were calculated. B: For data including travel between or to/ from very and moderately rural areas, the reduction in deviance (%) from fitting a gravity model is shown. For each distance measure, both population weighted centroids and non-population weighted centroids were calculated. (DOCX)
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